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Abstract. Point process models have been used to analyze interaction event times
on a social network, in the hope to provides valuable insights for social science re-
search. However, the diagnostics and visualization of the modeling results from such
an analysis have received limited discussion in the literature. In this paper, we de-
velop a systematic set of diagnostic tools and visualizations for point process models
fitted to data from a network setting. We analyze the residual process and Pear-
son residual on the network by inspecting their structure and clustering structure.
Equipped with these tools, we can validate whether a model adequately captures the
temporal and/or network structures in the observed data. The utility of our approach
is demonstrated using simulation studies and point process models applied to a study
of animal social interactions.
Keywords: Event Times; Point Processes; Model Checking; Model Visualization;
Social Network.
1 Introduction
Interaction event times observed on a social network provide valuable infor-
mation for social scientists to gain insight into the dynamics and dependence
structure among actors on this network. Williamson et al. [2016] studies the
social interaction patterns of group-housed male mice over long time periods.
In Figure 1-(a), we plot the univariate event times from one pair of mice, which
show irregular event-intense intervals and heterogeneity in event densities. Fig-
ure 1-(b) displays the observed social interactions among one cohort of mice
over time. The interaction patterns appear to be heterogeneous and struc-
tured across the social network. We will apply the proposed diagnostic tools
to analyses of this data set as real data examples throughout this paper.
A number of continuous-time social network event times models have been
recently developed. Saito et al. [2009] studies the cross-reference network of
blogs and proposes a model for topic propagation diffusion dynamics. Fan and
Shelton [2009] considers a continuous-time Bayesian network with time-varying
nodal attributes. Point process models with network dependence structure have
become common practice for such studies, with a focus on intensity function
estimation [e.g., Perry and Wolfe, 2013, Linderman and Adams, 2014, Zipkin
et al., 2016, Yang et al., 2017]. In Section 2, we provide a short review of point
process models and existing strategies for incorporating network structure.
Despite the amount of effort that has been devoted to developing such
models, there is limited work on the assessment and diagnostics of those models.
To summarize and compare a model’s performance, the likelihood of the model
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Fig. 1: Interaction event times on a social network of mice from Williamson
et al. [2016]. (a) The univariate point process between one pair of mice. The
crosses on the bottom indicating the observed event times. The counting pro-
cess N(t), defined as the number of events observed up to time t, is plotted.
(b) Network point processes. Each row represents the initiator (sender) and
each column indicates the recipient (receiver) for a social interaction. The rows
(columns) are reordered by the I&SI rank [Schmid and de Vries, 2013], where
the top row (left column) is the most dominant mouse. The I&SI ranking is a
widely used dominance ranking method from animal behavior literature. For
the square at i-th row and j-th column, the observed event times from i to j
are plotted as line segments at the bottom. The color shade reflects the total
number of events for each pair, with darker color representing more events.
with respect to the observed data is usually evaluated. As an overall assessment
of model fit, however, it does not provide detail for detecting when, where, and
how the proposed model inadequately accounts for patterns and variations in
the observed data. Especially, for interaction dynamics on a social network, the
timing often exhibits a bursty and heavy-tailed pattern [Barabasi, 2005], while
the structure of interdependence among network actors can be heterogeneous
and complicated. Further model developments for addressing these challenges
call for the development of better tools that allow researchers to systematically
examine and identify the lack-of-fit of existing models against observed data.
The goal of this paper is to propose diagnostic statistics and visualiza-
tion tools for network event times models, which we develop as extensions of
evaluation techniques for univariate point process models. We investigate the
proposed techniques using simulated studies and real data. In Section 2, we
introduce the notation for point processes, network point processes, and re-
lated models. Section 3 focuses on time-domain diagnoses by applying the
time rescaling theorem and inspecting residual processes. The diagnostic tools
for detecting network heterogeneity and network structure in residual processes
are developed and demonstrated in Section 4.
2 Background
2.1 Univariate point processes
Let (0, T ] be the time interval of observation. We denote the history of arrival
times of observed events up to T as H(T ) = {tm}Mm=0, where t0 = 0, tM = T ,
and M is the total number of events. Figure 1-(a) is a point process of inter-
action event times between one pair of mice from the animal behavior study
in Williamson et al. [2016]. The associated univariate point process is defined
via a counting process, N(t), t ∈ (0, T ], where N(t) is a right-continuous func-
tion that records the number of events observed during the interval (0, t]. The
stochastic properties of a point process is usually specified by its conditional
intensity function λ(t|H(t)) at any time t,
λ(t|H(t)) = lim
∆t→0
Pr([N(t+∆t)−N(t)] = 1|H(t))
∆t
.
Inference on the intensity function is conducted by evaluating the likelihood
function,
M∏
m=1
λ(tm|H(tm)) exp
{
−
∫ T
0
λ(s|H(s))ds
}
.
A homogeneous Poisson process is the simplest model and assumes a con-
stant intensity λ(t) ≡ λ, λ > 0. It cannot accommodate situations where event
densities vary as shown in Figure 1-(a). A Hawkes process [Hawkes, 1971] is a
self-exciting process whose intensity has the form
λ(t) = λ1 +
∑
tm<t
φθ(t− tm),
where φθ(t) is a self-exciting kernel with parameter θ. The exponential kernel
φ(t) = α exp (−βt) is most widely-used, where α > 0 calibrates the instan-
taneous boost to the event intensity at each arrival of an event, and β > 0
controls the decay of past events’ influence over time.
When event dynamics display a bimodal pattern, for example, an alterna-
tion between long waiting times and intervals of more intensive events, some
models assume that the intensity is modulated by a latent continuous-time
Markov chain, Z(t). Here, a Z(t) with S-states is parameterized by its in-
finitesimal generator matrix Q ∈ RS×S [Rabiner, 1989]. To accommodate
these bimodal patterns, Fischer and Meier-Hellstern [1993] proposed a Markov-
modulated Poisson Process (MMPP) model whose intensity function is λZ(t).
When the Markov process Z(t) is in state s (s = 1, ..., S), arrivals occur ac-
cording to a homogeneous Poisson process of rate λs. Instead of simply using
a constant rate λs in the MMPP, Wang et al. [2012] assumes Hawkes pro-
cesses with piecewise constant kernel functions as Markov-modulated Hawkes
processes with stepwise decay (MMHPSD). The inference procedure heavily re-
lies on the piecewise constant assumption. As a result, MMHPSD suffers from
the problem that the inferred latent state is highly sensitive to single events
and hard to interpret. Wu et al. [2019] introduces the more widely-used ex-
ponential kernel for λs(t) in the Markov-modulated Hawkes Process (MMHP)
model under the assumption that S = 2, and utilizes a variational approxi-
mation to overcome computational challenges. When the underlying Markov
process is in the active state (Z(t) = 1), the events occur in bursty patterns
as in a Hawkes process with intensity λ1(t) = λ1 +
∑
tm<t
αe−β(t−tm), while in
the inactive state (Z(t) = 0), the dynamics switch to a quieter period following
a homogeneous Poisson process with constant rate λ0. The parameter set for
a MMHP is then Θ := {λ0, λ1, α, β, Q}.
2.2 Network point processes
Consider a network consisting of a fixed set of N nodes, V = {1, 2, ..., N}. The
observation of event arrival times on a network is defined on R×V ×V , where
N(t, i, j) := N i,j(t) is the number of interactions between node i and node j
during the time interval (0, t]. This is essentially a marked point process with
finite mark space and is also called a multivariate point process [Cox and Lewis,
1972]. Throughout this paper, we will consider a directed network, hence the
sequence i, j conveys information that i is the sender and j is the receiver.
We also assume that there are no self-loops, i.e., i 6= j. Define the history of
interactions up to time T as HV (T ) = {(t1, i1, j1), ..., (tM , iM , jM )}, where M
is the total number of events on the network. HV (T ) can also be represented by⋃
i,j∈V,i6=j Hi,j(T ), where Hi,j(T ) is the history for pair (i, j) containing M i,j
event times, i.e.{ti,jm ,m = 1, 2, ...,M i,j}.
The conditional intensity for the marginal counting process N i,j(t) between
a pair (i, j) is defined as the instantaneous expected rate of events occurring
around a time t given the history:
λi,j(t|HV (t)) = lim
∆t→0
Pr([N i,j(t+∆t)−N i,j(t)] = 1|HV (t))
∆t
.
Following proposition 7.3.III in Daley and Vere-Jones [2003], the likelihood
function is given by
N∏
i=1
N∏
j 6=i
[Mi,j∏
m=1
λi,j(ti,jm |HV (ti,jm ))
]
exp
{
−
∫ T
0
λi,j(s|HV (s))ds
}
.
The simplest model for point processes on a network is a homogeneous net-
work point process model, where λi,j(ti,jm |HV (ti,jm )) does not depend on i, j.
As dynamic interactions on a social network are known to be heterogeneous,
clustered, and structured by the underlying social distance among actors, a
few models have been developed recently to take into account network het-
erogeneity and structure. However, the discussion on model assessment and
diagnosis remains limited in the literature. To adjust for higher-degree actors
in a network, and pair-specific covariates, Perry and Wolfe [2013] proposes a
multivariate point process with the model assumption that the intensities be-
tween pairs are decided by a function of a sender-specific baseline rates. By
treating the sender baseline intensity rates as nuisance parameters, the model
estimation is carried out by maximizing the log-partial-likelihood. For model
checking, they calculate and visualize normalized residuals. These residuals do
not account for the sender-specific baseline rates and are not used to examine
how well the proposed model explains network dependence in event arrivals
among pairs of actors. Zipkin et al. [2016] models the arrival times of interac-
tion events between pairs of actors of known identity using independent Hawkes
processes and uses the fitted pairwise processes to resolve the actors’ identities
of an interaction event given only the event’s arrival time and no actor identi-
ties. They validate the fitted model by comparing the resolved actor identities
for a hold-out set of event times against the ground truth. Both of Linderman
and Adams [2014] and Yang et al. [2017] assume a latent network structure
and consider a reciprocity effect, using a Hawkes process model. The models
are validated by prediction of hold-out links and interpretation of the latent
space structure. The above validation procedures are inadequate to inspect
the proposed models’ lack-of-fit in terms of temporal trends and/or network
structure. We will show, in Sections 3 and 4, a systematic approach for model
checking and diagnostics, with theoretically well-grounded diagnostic statistics
and visualization tools.
3 Model checking for time heterogeneity
We first consider univariate point processes. The goal is to check that the fitted
model can capture the variability in temporal trends. Wu et al. [2019] shows
that the Markov-modulated Hawkes process (MMHP) can model the patterns
of event dynamics that are sporadic with bursts and long wait times. In our
simulated case studies, we will generate event times according to a MMHP, and
compare the model fit of a homogeneous point process model, a Hawkes process
model, a MMPP model and a MMHPSD model. In our real data example, we
fit the above five models to the interaction events between one pair of mice as
in Figure 1-(a).
3.1 Time rescaling theorem
One approach to test the goodness-of-fit of point process models is to apply the
time rescaling theorem [Brown et al., 2002]. It states that if {tm}m=1:M is a
realization of events from a point process with conditional intensity λ(t|H(t)),
then the rescaling transformation
∫ tm
0
λ(s|H(s))ds over m = 1, ...,M yields a
Poisson process with rate 1. Hence, the rescaled-inter-event times, defined as
{Λm :=
∫ tm
tm−1
λ(s|H(s))ds}m=1:M are independently and identically distributed
as exponential random variables with rate 1.
Case study I: simulated examples. We simulate a MMHP using thin-
ning algorithm [Lewis and Shedler, 1979] with parameter value Θ = {λ0 =
1, λ1 = 1.1, α = 1.6, β = 1.9, Q =
(−0.2 0.2
0.4 −0.4
)} and termination time
T = 100. We fit the five models to the simulated data separately. Figure
2 shows the estimated intensity versus the true intensity, and Q-Q plots to
test for goodness-of-fit. The MMHP model can recover the true intensity pre-
cisely and reveals a nearly exponential distributed rescaled-inter-event times,
i.e., {Λm}m=1:M . The Q-Q plot for the homogeneous Poisson process model
jumps nearly vertically at larger quantiles, since it fails to capture the intensity
at state 0 and thus has a heavier tail than the exponential distribution. For the
Hawkes process and MMHPSD models, the Q-Q plots show that the empirical
distribution has a spike concentrated on a larger value than the theoretical
median. Both models fail to capture the high intensity during state 1 because
they compromise their parameter estimation between state 1 and state 0. The
MMPP model yields an empirical distribution with a lighter right tail and is
not flexible enough to capture the intensity during state 1.
Fig. 2: Intensity estimation and Q-Q plots for testing the distribution of
rescaled-inter-event times after fitting the five models to synthetic data. Upper
panels plot a comparison between intensity functions versus the true intensity,
where the blue dots are events, black lines indicate the true intensity func-
tion and colored lines are the estimations. Knowing the true intensity, the red
crosses are state transitions. Lower panels give Q-Q plots for testing whether
the rescaled-inter-event times are distributed as exponential random variables
with rate 1.
Case study II: an application to Williamson et al. [2016] data. Fig-
ure 3 shows the intensity estimation and Q-Q plots after fitting the five models
to observed event times for the pair of mice shown in Figure 1-(a). MMHP fits
the data most reasonably according to the Q-Q plot, whereas the other four
models show some indications of lack-of-fit. The fitted homogeneous Poisson
process, Hawkes process and MMPP models all show a lighter right tail than
the exponential distribution, while the fitted MMHPSD model has a heavier
right tail. By using Q-Q plots to examine the distribution of {Λm}m=1:M , we
can compare model fit across competing point process models and can con-
clude that the MMHP model captures the sporadic and bursty event dynamics
of mice social interactions.
Fig. 3: Model fit diagnostics for Williamson et al. [2016] data: intensity estima-
tion and Q-Q plots after fitting the five models to real event time data between
one pair of mice as shown in Figure 1-(a). Upper panels plot estimated inten-
sity functions after fitting the five models, which are indicated by the black
lines. The black dots are the events occurring over time. Lower panels are Q-Q
plots to test goodness-of-fit.
3.2 Residual process
According to the Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem [Andersen et al., 2012],
given a counting process N(t) with its conditional intensity function λ(t|H(t)),
the residual process M(t), defined as M(t) = N(t)− ∫ t
0
λ(s|H(s))ds, is a mar-
tingale. Hence, when a point process model is fitted to data and gives an
estimated intensity function λˆ(t), the raw residual process
R(t) = N(t)−
∫ t
0
λˆ(s)ds
can be used to inspect the fit of the model by measuring its discrepancy from
0. Here, we evaluate the raw residual process at the final time point, T .
The variance of the above residual process M(T ) depends on the intensity
function, var(M(t)) =
∫ t
0
λ(s)ds. To compare model fit between scenarios with
different intensity functions, it is desirable to compute a standardized residual
[Baddeley et al., 2005], similar to the Pearson residuals for linear regression.
Clements et al. [2011] proposes the Pearson residual process for a counting
process as an intensity-weighted version of the raw residual process,
PR(t) =
∑
tm<t
1√
λ(tm)
−
∫ t
0
√
λ(s)ds.
Under the true model specification, the variance of PR(t) does not depend on
the intensity, i.e., var(PR(t)) = t with mean 0 [Clements et al., 2011].
Case study I: simulated examples. We simulate 50 independent MMHPs
with the same parameter settings as in Section 3.1. After fitting Hawkes pro-
cess, MMPP, MMHPSD and MMHP models to the data, the raw residual R(T )
and Pearson residual PR(T ) are calculated. Due to the formulation of the
Pearson residual process, the integral part cannot be calculated explicitly, and
hence, is approximated by numerical integration. Boxplots for 50 raw residuals
and Pearson residuals are shown in Figure 4-(a) and (b) separately. We can
see that the Hawkes process and MMPP models yield positive residuals most
of the time, which means that the models tend to underestimate the intensity.
The Hawkes process biased its parameter estimation in order to compromise to
the low intensity in state 0, and underestimated the intensity in state 1. The
MMPP model cannot capture the volatility of the intensity function in state 1
and yield an underestimated intensity. On the contrary, the MMHPSD model
overestimates the intensity, mostly due to its over-sensitive intensity function
with the step-wise kernel.
Fig. 4: Beeswarm boxplots for raw residual and Pearson residual processes after
fitting the four models to synthetic data from 50 independent MMHPs. The
residuals calculated from the true intensities are also plotted for comparison.
Case study II: an application to Williamson et al. [2016] data.
Using the data from Williamson et al. [2016], we fit the above four models to
all pairs of mice in a cohort separately, and then evaluated the raw residu-
als and Pearson residuals at final observation time T for all pairs. Figure 5
plots the residuals versus the number of events that occurred between a pair,
with smoothing regression lines using LOWESS method [Cleveland, 1979]. The
MMHP model has residuals closest to 0 and is not sensitive to the number of
events (in a sense, the number of events is a rough indicator of intensity) while
the other models fail. Comparing the raw residual of the MMPP and MMH-
PSD models with their Pearson residual, we also observe that the raw residuals
have more variability over the number of events. This suggests that the Pear-
son residual is more appropriate in the network setting, since it is important
to have a measurement that is comparable across pairs with varying numbers
of pairwise interactions.
4 Model checking for network heterogeneity and
structure
In this section, we provide tools for assessing network point process models.
We will focus on MMHP in a network setting and define the marginal intensity
Fig. 5: Raw residuals and Pearson residuals after fitting the four models to all
pairs in the cohort of mice as in Figure 1-(b) from Williamson et al. [2016].
Each model is represented by a different color, with residual values (dots) and
a smoothed LOWESS line.
for a pair (i, j) as
λi,j(t|HV (t)) =
{
λi,j1 +
∑
ti,jm <t
αi,je−β
i,j(t−ti,jm ), Zi,j(t) = 1
λi,j0 , Z
i,j(t) = 0,
(1)
where Zi,j(t) is an independent CTMC across all pairs (i, j). We denote the
parameters for (i, j) as Θi,j = {λi,j0 , λi,j1 , αi,j , βi,j , Qi,j}.
4.1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
For each pair (i, j), we want to utilize the time rescaling theorem in Section 3.1
and test whether the rescaled-inter-event times, {Λi,jm }m=1:Mi,j distributed as
exponential random variables with rate 1, where Λi,jm =
∫ ti,jm
ti,jm−1
λi,j(s|HV (s))ds.
To summarize the model fit across pairs in the network, it is important to
quantify the test results with a unified measurement. We use the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistics, KSi,j = supx |Fˆ i,j(x) − F (x)| for each pair (i, j), where
Fˆ i,j(x) is the empirical distribution of the rescaled-inter-event times and F (x)
is the cumulative distribution function of the exponential distribution. Larger
values of the K-S statistics indicate a larger discrepancy between the model
and the network point pattern data.
Case study I: simultated examples. We simulate network point process
data with 10 nodes until time T = 500 as follows: for each pair (i, j), the
marginal intensity λi,j(s|HV (s)) follows (1). All the pairs (i, j) share the same
paramters that λi,j0 = 0.05, λ
i,j
1 = 0.08, β
i,j = 22, Qi,j =
(−0.01 0.01
0.04 −0.04
)
. The
matrix α = [αi,j ]N×N is block-structured,
αij =
{
20, i, j ∈ Bk
0.5, i ∈ Bk, j ∈ Bl, k 6= l
.
where class B1 = {1, 2, 3, 4} and B2 = {5, 6, ..., 10}. The total number of events
between pair (i, j) until time T , N i,j(T ) is shown in Figure 6-(a), which has a
clear block structure.
We compare the fit of the following two models: (1) across all pairs, the
parameter setΘi,j shares a same set of values (referred as homogeneous-network
Fig. 6: (a) A heatmap of simulated network point process data: the total num-
ber of events occurred between each pair. (b)(c) Matrices of K-S statistics
after fitting homogeneous and block -network models to the simulated data in
(a). The rows and columns of each matrix correspond to senders and receivers,
respectively. Color shades reflect the values of the K-S test statistics. (d)
Matrix of K-S statistics calculated from true intensity function.
model); (2) αi,j varies across pairs such that α has a block structure with the
same classes as in the simulation (all other elements of Θi,j are the same across
all pairs, as in the first model). This is referred to as block -network model.
Figure 6-(b) shows the K-S statistics over the network after fitting the ho-
mogeneous-network model to the simulated data, whereas (c) is for the block -
network model. Figure 6-(d) displays results from the true intensity function,
which has the lowest K-S statistics. Homogeneous-network model (Figure 6 -
(b)) fits the data the worst, since it has higher K-S statistics values across net-
work compared to the other models. Figure 6 - (b) also shows a block-structured
K-S statistics and demonstrates that the homogeneous-network model performs
worse for the between-block pairs, since within-block pairs generate more events
and contribute more to the likelihood function.
Case study II: an application to Williamson et al. [2016] data.
For the interaction event times among a group of mice as shown in Figure
1-(b), we fit the following two models: (1) the parameter set Θi,j for MMHP
is the same across pairs (referred as homogeneous-network model); (2) Θi,j is
allowed to vary freely across pairs (referred as heterogeneous-network model).
Figure 7 plots the matrices of K-S statistics after fitting the above two models.
Since the heterogeneous-network model has more flexibility across pairs and can
adapt well on various pairs’ dynamics, its K-S statistics are smaller and the
model fits the data better. Especially for the pair (7, 5), they started engaging
in interactions during the last period of observations, which sets them apart
from the other pairs, as shown in 1-(b). The homogeneous-network model fits
this pair poorly, whereas the heterogeneous-network model better captures this
pattern.4.2 Structure score based on Pearson residual matrix
The Pearson residual is more valuable for diagnosing model fit in the network
setting, since it is comparable across pairs and not influenced by intensity
function. For a pair (i, j), the Pearson residual is
PRi,j(T ) =
∑
ti,jm
1√
λˆi,j(ti,jm )
−
∫ T
0
√
λˆi,j(s)ds.
Fig. 7: Matrices of K-S statis-
tics after fitting homogeneous-
network model (in (a)) and het-
erogeneous-network model (in
(b)) to the mice interaction
data. Color shades reflects the
values of the K-S test statistics.
To assess model fit, we propose to quantify the network structure in the
Pearson residual matrix, PR := [PRi,j ]N×N . In order to spot systematic over-
estimation or underestimation issues, we separate the Pearson residual matrix
into two matrices for the positive and negative residual values respectively. We
preserve the positive residuals in the underestimation matrix PR+, such that
PR+i,j = PRi,j if PRi,j > 0 and PR
+
i,j = 0 otherwise. Similarly, we create
the overestimation matrix PR− using the absolute values of negative residuals.
We conduct nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [Lee and Seung, 2001]
on each of the matrices, A ≈ WH, where A ∈ RN×N is PR+ or PR− and
W ∈ RN×K , H ∈ RK×N . K is usually set to be much smaller than N , so that
WH is a lower-rank approximation of A. We introduce a matrix structure score
as ||A−WH||F||A||F , where || · ||F is the matrix Frobenius norm. If NMF can recover
the residual matrix well, the score is larger, suggesting that the model fits the
data worse and yields a more structured residual matrix.
Case study I: simulated examples. Using simulated data as in Section
4.1, we calculate the Pearson residual matrix after fitting the homogeneous and
block -network models and plot them in Figure 8-(a) and (b) respectively. For a
better comparison, we also use the true model intensity to calculate the residu-
als and plot in Figure 8-(c). Table 1 compares the matrix structure score of the
underestimation PR+ and overestimation matrix PR− across models by using
K = 2. The homogeneous model exhibits larger positive residuals within-block.
This demonstrates that the estimation of the intensities for within-block pairs
are biased towards lower values because the model is network-homogeneous and
not adequate to capture intense interactions of within-block pairs. The matrix
structure score of this model is higher in both overestimation and underesti-
mation matrices as shown in Table 1, which is a quantified validation for its
lack-of-fit.
homogeneous block true
positive 0.46 0.41 0.41
negative 0.93 0.43 0.36
Table 1: Structure scores for sim-
ulated examples.
homogeneous heterogeneous
positive 0.79 0.69
negative 0.77 0.55
Table 2: Structure scores for the
Williamson et al. [2016] example.
Case study II: an application to Williamson et al. [2016] data.
Figure 9 shows the Pearson residual matrix after fitting homogeneous and het-
erogeneous-network models to the mice interaction data. The models’ assump-
Fig. 8: Matrices of the Pearson residuals after fitting models to simulated data.
(a)(b) are results after fitting the homogeneous and block -network models to the
simulated data. (c) is from the true model that is used to generate simulation.
Red colors represent positive residuals, indicating that the model underesti-
mates the intensity function, whereas blue colors represent negative residuals
and hence overestimation.
tions are defined in Section 4.1. The homogeneous-network model tends to
overestimate the intensity function when individual 4 and 11 are the senders,
because the inference is biased by a large number of interactions initiated by
active individuals. Thus, this pattern in the residual matrix yields a larger ma-
trix structure score, especially for the negative residuals, as shown in Table 2,
where K is set to be 2. It suggests that the homogeneous-network model is not
adequate to capture the network dynamics, while the heterogeneous-network
model has more flexibility and is superior in terms of Pearson residual and
structure score.
Fig. 9: Matrices of the Pearson residuals after fitting models to Williamson et al.
[2016] data. (a) is for homogeneous-network model and (b) is for heterogeneous-
network model. The rows and columns of all matrices are reordered by the I&SI
dominance rank.
5 Summary
In this paper, we propose diagnostic statistics and visualization tools for net-
work point process models. The evaluation techniques are theoretically well-
grounded and can be applied to intensity-based models for network point pat-
tern data generally. We use simulations and real data examples to demonstrate
the utility of our approaches. By inspecting lack-of-fit in terms of both temporal
dependence and network structures, the proposed suite of diagnostic statistics
and visualizations can reveal deficiencies in network point process models and
provide important insights that can lead to model improvements.
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